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Palm-of-the-Hand Stories Kodansha Amer Incorporated
This first Western language study of one of Japan's most popular writers includes translations of key
passages, critical commentary, and full translations of three essays by Hayashi Fumiko.
The Grand Old Man and the Great Tradition Columbia University Press
This book explores how Asia's fast-growing cities can fulfil their potential as engines of
economic prosperity and provide a livable environment for all citizens. But for this to
happen, major challenges that reduce urban communities' quality of life and economic
opportunities must be addressed. These include poor planning, a lack of affordable
housing, inequalities, pollution, climate vulnerabilities, and urban infrastructure deficits.
The book's 19 articles unwrap these challenges and present solutions focused on smart
and inclusive planning, sustainable transport and energy, innovative financing, and
resilience and rejuvenation.

The Catch and Other War Stories Columbia University Press
The definitive guide that teaches you how to use the Japanese concept of wabi sabi to reshape every
area of your life and find happiness right where you are. Fed up with the exhausting challenges of
our fast-paced, consumption-driven existence, millions of people around the world are turning to
timeless cultural traditions to find true meaning. In this transformative handbook, Beth Kempton
introduces you to wabi sabi (”wah-bi sah-bi”), a captivating concept from Japanese aesthetics that
offers a whole new way of looking at the world. With roots in Zen and the Way of Tea, wabi sabi
teaches you to see beauty in imperfection, appreciate simplicity, and accept the transient nature of all
things. It inspires you to simplify everything and concentrate on what truly matters. Filled with
simple yet profound wisdom, Wabi Sabi will help you slow down, reconnect with nature, and be
gentler on yourself. From honoring the rhythm of the seasons to creating a welcoming home, from
reframing failure to aging with grace, Wabi Sabi teaches you find more joy and inspiration
throughout your perfectly imperfect life.
The Martyred Arigatai Books
On an island in the shape of a teardrop live two sisters. One is admired far and wide, the other lives in her
shadow. One is the Oracle, the other is destined for the Underworld. But what will happen when she
returns to the island? Based on the Japanese myth of Izanami and Izanagi, The Goddess Chronicle is a
fantastical tour de force about ferocious love and bitter revenge. The Myths series brings together some of
the world's finest writers, each of whom has retold a myth in a contemporary and memorable way.
Authors in the series include Karen Armstrong, Margaret Atwood, A.S. Byatt, David Grossman, Natsuo
Kirino, Alexander McCall Smith, Philip Pullman, Ali Smith and Jeanette Winterson.
Floating Clouds HarperCollins
In 1995, on the thirtieth anniversary of Tanizaki Jun’ichir?’s death, Adriana Boscaro
organized an international conference in Venice that had an unusally lasting effect on the
study of this major Japanese novelist. Thanks to Boscaro’s energetic commitment, Venice
became a center for Tanizaki studies that produced two volumes of conference
proceedings now considered foundational for all scholarly works on Tanizaki. In the years
before and after the Venice Conference, Boscaro and her students published an
abundance of works on Tanizaki and translations of his writings, contributing to his literary
success in Italy and internationally. The Grand Old Man and the Great Tradition honors
Boscaro’s work by collecting nine essays on Tanizaki’s position in relation to the “great
tradition” of Japanese classical literature. To open the collection, Edward Seidensticker
contributes a provocative essay on literary styles and the task of translating Genji into a
modern language. Gaye Rowley and Ibuki Kazuko also consider Tanizaki’s Genji
translations, from a completely different point of view, documenting the author’s three
separate translation efforts. Aileen Gatten turns to the influence of Heian narrative methods
on Tanizaki’s fiction, arguing that his classicism, far from being superficial, “reflects a deep
sensitivity to Heian narrative.” Tzevetana Kristeva holds a different perspective on

Tanizaki’s classicism, singling out specific aspects of Tanizaki’s eroticism as the basis of
comparison. The next two essays emphasize Tanizaki’s experimental engagement with the
classical literary genres—Amy V. Heinrich treats the understudied poetry, and Bonaventura
Ruperti considers a 1933 essay on performance arts. Taking up cinema, Roberta Novelli
focuses on the novel Manji, exploring how it was recast for the screen by Masumura
Yasuz?. The volume concludes with two contributions interpreting Tanizaki’s works in the
light of Western and Meiji literary traditions: Paul McCarthy considers Nabokovas a point of
comparison, and Jacqueline Pigeot conducts a groundbreaking comparison with a novel by
Natsume S?seki.
Animus San Francisco : North Point Press
The postwar Japanese strived, unsteadily as if about to fall, to live everyday lives and to restore
Japan, while suffering from the survivor's guilt. The early postwar novels of Hayashi Fumiko. Three
novels of Hayashi Fumiko translated here are related to the early postwar period in Japan. Late
Chrysanthemum - Ban'Giku "Late Chrysanthemum" is an ex-geisha's one night story after the war.
The main character Kin had a strong will to survive. An ex-geisha had a visitor, who was her ex-
lover sometime in the prewar years and desperately needed money. He intrigued to get money
from his ex., even by slaughter. How did the ex-geisha rid out of the crisis? Her quick wit worked,
which suggests us how to manage a risk in a daily life. In November 1948, 23 Showa, "Late
Chrysanthemum" appeared in an extra issue of a literary magazine, the Bungei'Shunju. This is the
most important work of Hayashi Fumiko, which is praised for its highly qualified perfection and
elaborate description. Downtown - Shita'machi "Downtown" is a two week story of a female peddler
and an ex-soldier after the war. Their relationship finished all of sudden. "Downtown" appeared in
April 1949, 24 Showa in an extra issue of a literary magazine, Shosetsu'Shincho. The literary
magazine has been published monthly since September 1947 from The Shinchosha Publishing Co,
Ltd. which was founded in 1896. Floating clouds - Uki'gumo "Floating Clouds" is mainly a five year
story. The storyline, however, extends from 1939 in Japan, during the years since 1943 in French
Indochina, and the postwar period in 1945 to 1949 in Japan. The author describes changes in
people's feelings after the war, while following the trajectories of men and women before and after
the war. This novel can be seen as Hayashi Fumiko's compilation. "Floating clouds" is compiled in
a book and published in April 1951, 26 Showa, which is considered to be the last novel of Hayashi
Fumiko. The author died suddenly of heart attack at home at about 11:00 pm, June 28 in 1951, 26
Showa, at the age of 48. Enjoy!
A Late Chrysanthemum First Second
"Lane Dunlop's translations read elegantly, and his selection of modern Japanese Stories is both
fresh and persuasive." —Donald Keene, Japanese scholar, historian, teacher, writer and translator
of Japanese literature. The fourteen distinct voices of this collection tell fourteen very different
stories spanning sixty years of twentieth-century Japanese literature. They include a nostalgic
portrait of an aristocratic Meiji family in Kafu Nagai's "The Fox," a surprisingly cheerful celebration
of postwar chaos in Sakaguchi Ango's "One Woman and the War," a chilly assessment of the
modern society in Watanabe Junichi's "Invitation to Suicide," and much more. The writers also
represent a wide spectrum, from renowned figure of Yasunari Kawabata, winner of the Noble Prize
for Literature in 1968, to authors whose works have never before been translated into English.
Westerners familiar only with stereotypical images of bowing geisha and dark-suited businessmen
will be surprised by the cast of characters translator Lane Dunlop introduces in this anthology.
Lovers of fiction and student of Japan are certain to find these stories absorbing, engaging and
instructive.
Role of Japan in Modern Chinese Art Tuttle Publishing
In the literary and artistic milieu of early modern Japan the Chinese and Japanese arts flourished
side by side. Kodôjin, the "Old Taoist" (1865-1944), was the last of these great poet-painters in
Japan. Under the support of various patrons, he composed a number of Taoist-influenced Chinese
and Japanese poems and did lively and delightful ink paintings, continuing the tradition of the poet-
sage who devotes himself to study of the ancients, lives quietly and modestly, and creates art
primarily for himself and his friends. Portraying this last representative of a tradition of gentle and
refined artistry in the midst of a society that valued economic growth and national achievement
above all, this beautifully illustrated book brings together 150 of Kodôjin's Chinese poems
(introduced and translated by Jonathan Chaves), more than 100 of his haiku and tanka (introduced
and translated by Stephen Addiss), and many examples of his calligraphy and ink paintings.
Addiss's in-depth introduction details the importance of the poet-painter tradition, outlines the life of
Kodôjin, and offers a critical appraisal of his work, while J. Thomas Rimer's essay puts the literary
work of the Old Taoist in context.
The Goddess Chronicle Columbia University Press
Joan Ericson's magnificent survey of writing by Japanese women significantly advances the current

debate over the literary category of "women's literature" in modern Japan and demonstrates its
significance in the life and work of twentieth-century Japan's most important woman writer, Hayashi
Fumiko (1903-1951). Until the early 1980s, the literary category of "women's literature" (joryu
bungaku) segregated most writing by modern Japanese women from the literary canon. "Women's
literature" was viewed as a sentimental and impressionistic literary style that was popular but was
critically disparaged. A close scrutiny of Hayashi Fumiko's work--in particular the two pieces
masterfully translated here, the immensely popular novel Horoki (Diary of a Vagabond) and Suisen
(Narcissus)--shows the inadequacies of categorizing her writing as "women's literature." Its
originality and power are rooted in the clarity and immediacy with which Hayashi is able to convey
the humanity of those occupying the underside of Japanese society, especially women.
Creating Livable Asian Cities Univ of California Press
Set in contemporary Nagasaki, the six short stories in this collection draw a chilling portrait
of the ongoing trauma of the detonation of the atomic bomb. Whether they experienced the
destruction of the city directly or heard about it from survivors, the characters in these tales
filter their pain and alienation through their Catholic faith, illuminating a side of Japanese
culture little known in the West. Many of them are descended from the "hidden Christians"
who continued to practice their religion in secret during the centuries when it was outlawed
in Japan. Urakami Cathedral, the center of Japanese Christian life, stood at ground zero
when the bomb fell. In "Birds," a man in his sixties reflects on his life as a husband and
father. Just a baby when he was found crying in the rubble near ground zero, he does not
know who his parents were. His birthday is set as the day the bomb was dropped. In other
stories, a woman is haunted by her brief affair with a married man, and the parents of a
schizophrenic man struggle to come to terms with the murder their son committed. These
characters battle with guilt, shame, loss, love, and the limits of human understanding.
Ground Zero, Nagasaki vividly depicts a city and people still scarred by the memory of
August 9, 1945.
Be a Woman Floating Clouds
On the day they first meet in a city playground, Deborah Laidlaw lends Toby Ruben a
book called Trolley Girl, the memoir of a forgotten trolley strike in the 1920s, written
by the sister of a fiery Jewish revolutionary who played an important, ultimately tragic
role in the events. Young mothers with babies, Toby and Deborah become instant
friends. It is a relationship that will endure for decades—through the vagaries of
marriage, career, and child-rearing, through heated discussions of politics, ethics,
and life—until an insurmountable argument takes the two women down divergent
paths. But in the aftermath of crisis and sorrow, it is a borrowed book, long set aside
and forgotten, that will unite Toby and Deborah once again.
Reading Food in Modern Japanese Literature Weatherhill, Incorporated
How women figured in the expansion of the national body of the Japanese empire
Late Chrysanthemum CreateSpace
The residents of a quiet Japanese neighborhood have slowly come to realize that
inauspicious, paranormal forces are at play in the most unlikely of places: the local
playground. Two friends, a young boy and girl, resolve to exorcise the evil that
inhabit it, including a snaggle-toothed monster. In Animus, a beautiful but spooky
young adult graphic novel of everyday hauntings, Antoine Revoy delivers an eerie
tale inspired by the Japanese and French comics of his childhood.
Women Adrift Tuttle Publishing
Yakushima: A Yakumonkey Guide - The Second edition. Fully updated and still
packed full of everything necessary to visit Yakushima - acommodation, transport, 15
hiking trails, places of interest, activities, restaurants, bars and cafes. Visiting
Yakushima has never been easier!
Wandering Heart Cambridge University Press
The modern histories of China and Japan are inexorably intertwined. Their
relationship is perhaps most obvious in the fields of political, economic, and military
history, but it is no less true in cultural and art history. Yet the traffic in artistic
practices and practitioners between China and Japan remains an understudied field.
In this volume, an international group of scholars investigates Japan’s impact on
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Chinese art from the mid-nineteenth century through the 1930s. Individual essays
address a range of perspectives, including the work of individual Chinese and
Japanese painters, calligraphers, and sculptors, as well as artistic associations,
international exhibitions, the collotype production or artwork, and the emergence of a
modern canon.
Days & Nights Kodansha Amer Incorporated
Uno Koji, a literary figure of the first rank in twentieth-century Japan, was a maverick who
defied literary conventions by combining the playfulness and stylistic verve of pre-Meiji
literature with the often tortured self-reflection of modern fiction. Elaine Gerbert's startlingly
evocative and graceful translation is preceded by an interpretive introduction that places
Uno's writing in critical perspective. Here at last is a translation that makes accessible for
the first time in English two of the most representative works of this acute, eccentric, and
always entertaining author, whose versatility and deft control of language earned him a
reputation as one of the great stylists of modern Japanese literature.
Autumn Wind & Other Stories Penguin
Women authors have played an important role in Japanese literature for centuries,
for example Murasaki Shikibu who wrote "The Tale of Genji" over 1000 years ago,
which is considered to be the world's first novel. The last few decades have seen
compelling works by authors such as Banana Yoshimoto, Yoko Ogawa, and Mieko
Kawakami. A few decades earlier we find another group of influential women
authors, with Hayashi Fumiko--said to be one of the most important twentieth-century
Japanese woman authors--a key representative of this group. Living a life of poverty
until her breakthrough as an author, Hayashi Fumiko was known for her realistic
depictions of urban working-class life, especially impoverished women. Her works
typically address themes such as fate, troubled relationships, and the repercussions
of war. These nine stories are all connected in some way by the overarching theme
of human relationships. Stories from a variety of genres are included: a tale of a
woman's gradual downfall in the big city, a couple's struggle to find happiness, a fairy
tale about an estranged crane family, a comical look at a traveler enamored by a
maid, and a man wandering through the remnants of post-war Tokyo.
University of Hawaii Press
One of the most prolific and respected directors of Japanese cinema, Naruse Mikio
(1905–69) made eighty-nine films between 1930 and 1967. Little, however, has been
written about Naruse in English, and much of the writing about him in Japanese has
not been translated into English. With The Cinema of Naruse Mikio, Catherine
Russell brings deserved critical attention to this under-appreciated director. Besides
illuminating Naruse’s contributions to Japanese and world cinema, Russell’s in-
depth study of the director sheds new light on the Japanese film industry between
the 1930s and the 1960s. Naruse was a studio-based director, a company man
renowned for bringing films in on budget and on time. During his long career, he
directed movies in different styles of melodrama while displaying a remarkable
continuity of tone. His films were based on a variety of Japanese literary sources and
original scripts; almost all of them were set in contemporary Japan. Many were
“women’s films.” They had female protagonists, and they depicted women’s
passions, disappointments, routines, and living conditions. While neither Naruse or
his audiences identified themselves as “feminist,” his films repeatedly foreground, if
not challenge, the rigid gender norms of Japanese society. Given the complex
historical and critical issues surrounding Naruse’s cinema, a comprehensive study of
the director demands an innovative and interdisciplinary approach. Russell draws on
the critical reception of Naruse in Japan in addition to the cultural theories of Harry
Harootunian, Miriam Hansen, and Walter Benjamin. She shows that Naruse’s
movies were key texts of Japanese modernity, both in the ways that they portrayed
the changing roles of Japanese women in the public sphere and in their depiction of
an urban, industrialized, mass-media-saturated society.
Mei Yumi's Postwar Japanese Literature Columbia University Press
Taking ten filmmakers, such as Oshima and Kurosawa, and following their careers
chronologically has resulted in a history of Japanese film as well as a study of each master
Romances of Old Japan Routledge
In 2012 the Swedish Academy announced that Mo Yan had received the Nobel Prize in
Literature for his work that "with hallucinatory realism merges folk tales, history, and the
contemporary." The announcement marked the first time a resident of mainland China had
ever received the award. This is the first English-language study of the Chinese writer's
work and influence, featuring essays from scholars in a range of disciplines, from both

China and the United States. Its introduction, twelve articles, and epilogue aim to deepen
and widen critical discussions of both a specific literary author and the globalization of
Chinese literature more generally. The book takes the "root-seeking" movement with which
Mo Yan's works are associated as a metaphor for its organizational structure. The four
articles of "Part I: Leaves" focus on Mo Yan's works as world literature, exploring the long
shadow his works have cast globally. Howard Goldblatt, Mo Yan's English translator,
explores the difficulties and rewards of interpreting his work, while subsequent articles cover
issues such as censorship and the "performativity" associated with being a global author.
"Part II: Trunk" explores the nativist core of Mo Yan's works. Through careful comparative
treatment of related historical events, the five articles in this section show how specific
literary works intermingle with China's national and international politics, its mid-twentieth-
century visual culture, and its rich religious and literary conventions, including humor. The
three articles in "Part III: Roots" delve into the theoretical and practical extensions of Mo
Yan's works, uncovering the vibrant critical and cultural systems that ground Eastern and
Western literatures and cultures. Mo Yan in Context concludes with an epilogue by
sociologist Fenggang Yang, offering a personal and globally aware reflection on the
recognition Mo Yan's works have received at this historical juncture.
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